
This must have tool is built on a cart with 10” tires for ease of access and 
set up. The Fire-Fighter is equipped with a powerful GX200 Honda gaso-
line engine and a pump that produces an adjustable stream of water up to 
200 feet away! We're talking the same horse power that the pro's use! Roll 
into position next to the pool and it is ready for action. As easy to start as 
your lawn mower, a simple tug on the pullcord and you will be pumping 
water with up to 150 feet of head lift and 250 gallons per minute! Unit 
comes with 100 feet of 1 1/2 inch fire hose and an adjustable nozzle. 
Homeowners with swimming pools can protect their homes when fire 
threatens by soaking down roofs, walls and landscaping. Always ready in 
any emergency, even when water pressure and electrical power fails. 
Fire Insurance won’t keep the flames away from your home! 
If you live in drought ravaged areas, especially in the foothills, high fire 
zones, isolated areas with brush and natural wild growth, you need the 
Keene Fire-Fighter. Make sure you have this powerful protection to guard 
everything you have worked so hard for from the disaster of fire! 
This is our latest and largest fire fighting pump capable of pumping greater 
distances plus easy and start and prime.  The FF13H Powered by a 
GX390 Honda motor the drives our PHP500 pump.  This pump produces 
up to 400 GPM with a head lift of 161 feet.   This will provide ample water 
for 2 fire hoses working at the same time.  The pump is also upgraded with 
3 additional upgrades.  A drain port that should be used after each use fore 
long term longevity.  A 3” quick coupling for pump intake that decreases set 

Every year fires destroy hundreds of homes and scorch property and land-
scape. Wildfires can occur with little warning and spread quickly, especially in 
areas suffering from prolonged drought. Fire crews can be overwhelmed by 
the task of rapidly advancing wildfires, especially when city and county 
agencies are fighting multiple fires at once. There might not be enough 
personnel or equipment to defend every home. Sometimes, those precious 
few minutes it takes for crews to get to you are all that is needed to save 
everything. A garden hose can do very little, especially when fire crews de-
plete water pressure. Being prepared could make all the difference, and 
Keene's Fire-Fighter is one tool you cannot afford to be without.

PROTECT YOUR 
HOME & PROPERTY!

The water in your pool is 
all you need as a water 

source to protect 
your property!

FF65H

THE KEENE FIRE-FIGHTER

FF13H

Model FF13H, Honda GX390 
gasoline engine with a Y-Splitter 

capable of running two fire hoses.

GX200
GX390



ARE YOU PREPARED?
PROTECT YOUR PROPERTY LIKE A PRO!

Visit our Showroom at: 
20201 Bahama Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311 
Call us at: (818) 993-0411 or (800) 392-4653 

 Keene Engineering, Inc., All rights reserved. Email: 
Sales@KeeneEng.com

What if the tool to saving your home could be 
sitting right in your garage? 

What if that tool took only a few 
minutes to set up and get running? 

What if those few, precious minutes were 
all you needed to save everything?  

www.KeeneEng.com

FFFG

WWW.KeeneEng.com 

FF65H

PART# DESCRIPTION PRICE
FF13H Fire Fighter GX390 Honda Engine $4,995.00

FF15100H Fire Hose Double Jacket 1.5”x100’ $299.00
FF65H Fire Fighter GX200 Honda Engine $2,495.00
FFFG Fire Fighter Foam Gun $399.50

FFFGC Fire Fighter Foam Gun Cartriges $79.95
FFN Fire Fighter Nozzle $29.95

FFNSO F F Nozzle Pistal Grip W/Shut Off Valve $129.95
FFSSN Fire Fighter Straight Stream Nozzle $29.95

FFN
FFNSO

FFSSN FF15100H FFFGC

Take your Keene Fire-Fighter to the next level with 
an extra dose of security and efficiency. Foam con-
centrates can increase the coverage of a limited 
water supply, up to five times! Foam breaks down 
the water's surface tension which ultimately im-
proves water penetration into porous surfaces 
which ultimately slows evaporation. The bubbles 
created act as an insulating barrier which help reflect 
heat away from the treated areas. Why is this impor-
tant to you? It means that when using the Foam-Fast 
system, you can protect your property with five times 
the effectiveness than plain water alone. Comes with 
three foam-fast cartridges.Each unit comes with a 50 
gallons per minute nozzle, a 15 inch long mixing 
chamber, two pistol grips and an adjustable shut-off 
handle. The Foam-Fast Applicator is a simple and ef-
fective method of deploying wetting agent onto a fire. 

up time and require no tools.  A 1” port that can be used to attach a smaller 
hose even a garden hose for additional protection. Equipped with standard 
fire threads making it ideal if the fire department want to tap into your sys-
tem.   The 2.5” Y  valve with dual high flow shut off valves for complete con-
trol to quickly switch from 1 hose to 2 hose.  The system is both electric 
start and manual start for redundancy.  Mounted on a aluminum dolly type 
cart with large 10” wheels optimizing movement up and down steps and 
rough terrain.  The cart carries 100 feet of double wall fire hose and also 
our short test hose and nozzle, fire fighter nozzle, F F nozzle pistol grip 
w/shut off valve and fire fighter straight stream nozzle. 

FF13H


